In the first paper under the same title ([T] in the references at the end of the paper) we discussed main strong convergence conditions of spectral sequences associated with an additive cohomology theory h. In the present paper we discuss mainly conditions when h(X) is Hausdorff.
On Cohomology Theories of Infinite CW-complexes, II By Zen-ichi YOSIMURA In the first paper under the same title ([T] in the references at the end of the paper) we discussed main strong convergence conditions of spectral sequences associated with an additive cohomology theory h. In the present paper we discuss mainly conditions when h(X) is Hausdorff.
We understand by a cohomology theory h a general reduced cohomology theory defined on the category of based C W-complexes. Let X be a based C ^-complex and Ux = {X x } the set of all finite subcomplexes of
X. The subgroups F x h\X} = Kzr{h n (X}-*h n (X x }} of h n (X} give h n (X} the structure of a topological abelian group. In general h n (X) is not
Hausdorff.
Under the assumption that each skeleton X p of X is a finite CW-
complex, Buhstaber and Miscenko £3j and Landweber [JL3] investigated conditions that h(X) is Hausdorff in case h -K, complex ^-theory, and
h = MU, complex cobordism, respectively. In the present work we try to drop the above finiteness assumption on X and investigate the conditions that A(J5T) is Hausdorff for a general h. However, in the present discussions we must restrict our interest to the case that h is additive and of finite type.
First we give a characterization of the closure of zero in h n (X) denoted by S n (X) (Theorem 2). In £3] the same characterization was given in case h=K, complex j£-theory, by a different method.
In [_2^\ we introduced classifying spaces of direct systems of based C ^"-complexes and cellular maps which behave as a generalization of telescope constructions. By using the classifying spaces we construct co -Moore spaces M and Si of type (Z, 2) and (Z/Z, 2) respectively, and define cohomology theories h( ; Z) and h( ; Z/Z) following Bold [11] . Then the long exact sequence associated with the coefficient sequence 0 -> Z -*Z -> Z/Z -> 0 is obtained. This exact sequence is closely related to Hausdorff-ness of h(X} (Theorem 3). Consequently we get necessary and sufficient conditions that h(X) is Hausdorff (Theorems 4 and 5), cf., [3] and [13] .
Finally we generalize Dold's Theorem [11] 
(Theorem 6). This theorem applied to h( ; Z/Z) gives a sufficient condition that h(X) is Hausdorff (Theorem 7).
We quote the theorem of [I] in such a form as "Theorem 1.3" without any more mention.
1. Inverse Limit Functor 1.1. Inverse limit functor may not commute with the functors Ext and Tor in general. In order to supply this deficiency we need the following results (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) due to Roos [8, 14] .
Fix a (commutative) ring A and a partially ordered set J. Let M be a ./i-module and s/={A a } and &={B a } be inverse and direct systems of yi-modules over / respectively. Remark, i) Instead of assuming that A is Noetherian and M is finitely generated we may assume that M has a projective resolution by finitely generated yl-modules. ii) When the global dimension of A is finite, the spectral sequences of (1.3) are strongly convergent.
(1.!)-(!.3) are easily proved by standard arguments about the spectral sequences associated with double complexes.
Here we restrict to the case A=Z (the ring of integers). As corollaries of (1.1)-(1.3) we have the following (1.4)-(1.6).
Let (N, I) ).
We remark that the spectral sequences of (1.8) are strongly convergent when the global dimension of A is finite.
When we restrict to the case A=Z, the following results are immediately obtained.
Let L, M and N be abelian groups.
(1.9) There are isomorphisms (1.10) Assume that M is finitely generated. The natural homomorphism
such that the diagonals in the above diagram are exact. Moreover there are isomorphisms
Tor(M ? Horn (TV, £)) S Horn (Ext (M, TV), L). Let X be a (connected) based C JF-complex. We say a direct system ={JT a , f%} over / is derived from X if Consider the following commutative diagram A four-term sequence X--» F--> Z--> SX of based C JF-complexes is said to be a cofibration sequence if we have a homotopy commutative
in which the vertical maps are homotopy equivalences.
By means of (2.2), (2.9) and (2.10) we have
Topological Abelian Groups h(X)
3.1, Let h be a (general reduced) cohomology theory, X a based CJF-complex and M X = {X X } be the set of all finite subcomplexes of X ordered by inclusions, llx is directed. For each degree n we define subgroups Hence we get an isomorphism
Now we give a characterization of S n (X). From the exact sequence of h associated with the cofibration sequence (Lemma 1) : for each n when F is finite. Now, by Corollary 1.5 we obtain an isomorphism And using Corollary 1.5 again we get
Theorem 2. Let h be an additive cohomology theory of finite type and X a based CW-complex. Fix a degree n and take an element x of i) If x is an element of S n (X), then x is divisible in S n (X) by arbitrary non-zero integers. And conversely ', ii) if x is divisible in h n (X) by arbitrary non-zero integers, then x is an element of S n (X). (Cf, [3]).

Proof, i) Since
On the other hand, it follows from (4.5) and Proposition 7 that ' , Z} and E%* ^^m* h*(X; Z,).
\ q
In particular we obtain
Proposition 8. Let h be an additive cohomology theory of finite type and X a based CW -complex. h( ; Z) is Hausdorff and moreover
is an isomorphism for each n.
Proof. The first part follows immediately from (4.6) and Proposition 3. Applying the spectral sequence of £2], Proposition 10 to {X/\M q ,fr = idAl}, the second part is also obtained by means of (4.6) and Q2], Proposition 9.
4.3. Now we study universal coefficient formulas for h( ; Z) and &( ; z/Z). Let h be an additive cohomology theory of finite type and X a based C JF-complex. Assume that h n (X) is a finitely generated abelian group for each n. h(X} is Hausdorff by Corollary 5.
Consider the exact universal coefficient sequence On the other hand Proposition 8 shows HmF(Z; Zfl)^A"(Z; Z).
q
Then the above universal coefficient sequence yields an exact sequence
However % is torsion free. Hence we get the first formula Here we summarize results of (4.7) and (4.9). 
in which the upper row is exact by (4.4). The left vertical map Tti is an epimorphism by (3.4) and the right one n^ is an isomorphism by Proof. The equivalence of iv)-vi) is implicit in [2], §3 (combine Lemmas 6 and 7, i) and ii) with Milnor's short exact sequence). On the other hand, according to the result of Gray [12] it is equivalent to the vanishing of lun l h n~l (X p ) that the inverse system {h n~l (X p )} p^ of finite-P ly generated abelian groups satisfies (ML). Thus ii) is equivalent to iv). The following theorem is a generalization of Dold's Theorem in the sense that the finiteness restriction on based GIF-complexes is removed.
Theorem 6 8 Let h be an additive (Q)-cohomology theory and X a
for each n. Finally, combining Proposition 15 with Theorem 4 we obtain a sufficient condition that h(X ) is Hausdorff.
Let
Theorem 7. Let h be an additive cohomology theory of finite type and X a based CW-complex. In order that h(X) is Hausdorff it is sufficient that
